Abstract-This paper illustrates the new structure of artificial neuron based on root-power means (RPM) for quaternionic-valued signals and also presented an efficient learning process of neural networks with quaternionic-valued root-power means neurons (ℍ-RPMN). The main aim of this neuron is to present the potential capability of a nonlinear aggregation operation on the quaternionic-valued signals in neuron cell. A wide spectrum of aggregation ability of RPM in between minima and maxima has a beautiful property of changing its degree of compensation in the natural way which emulates the various existing neuron models as its special cases. Further, the quaternionic resilient propagation algorithm (ℍ-RPROP) with error-dependent weight backtracking step significantly accelerates the training speed and exhibits better approximation accuracy. The wide spectrums of benchmark problems are considered to evaluate the performance of proposed quaternionic rootpower mean neuron with ℍ-RPROP learning algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The information processing in cell body is an important function of a neuron, which emulates the computational power of a neuron [1] [2] [3] [4] . In last few years, various neuro-computing researchers have confirmed the computational capability of a neuron with nonlinear aggregation operations on synaptic inputs [1, 2, [5] [6] [7] [8] and presented various higher order neurons based on the nonlinear correlation among different impinging signals. These attempts resulted in the various class of neural structure as pi-sigma [9, 10] second order neuron [11] , compensatory neuron [12] , and other higher order neurons [13] [14] [15] [16] 54] . However, the higher order neurons have proved to be efficient, but they face the problem of explosion of terms as the number of inputs increases hence demanding sparseness in representation. The problem worsens when neurons are implemented in high dimension. It is highly demanding to investigate a neuron model like a conventional neuron in higher dimension but is free from the problem of higher order neurons. This paper presents a neuron model with a complete specification for quaternionic-valued that employs the nonlinear correlation among input components, but it is free from above problem even when there is an increase in the degree of approximation. The corresponding neural network with learning algorithm in the quaternionic domain (ℍ) provides a better learning and generalization opportunity for problems in three or four dimension. The weighted root-power mean covers the various classes of aggregation in the interval between minima to maxima operations [18, 19] . It provides the flexibility to approximate appropriate operation in the wide range of aggregation through variation of power coefficient. The weighted root-power mean as an aggregation function of the proposed neuron model with quaternionic-valued signals exhibits the natural and general model that presents the various existing neuron models as its special cases, depending on the domain of input signals and value of power coefficient. However, the quaternionicvalued networks with conventional neurons are used in PolSAR Land classification [55] and spoken language understanding [53] .
The backpropagation (BP) learning algorithm has gained popularly due to its simplicity, but the slower convergence and getting stuck into local minima are the major weaknesses for degrading its performance. Therefore, some of other proposals have been given, like modified error function [20, 21] , addition of variable learning rate [22, 23] , addition of momentum [24, 25] , delta-bar-delta algorithm [26, 27] , Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm [51] , GA-MLP hybrid algorithm [56] , and quick prop [28] , to overcome the above issues, but they have not accelerated the convergence to a significant amount. The fast convergence with efficacious performance along with less complexity of neural network is the important matter for the variety of applications. The resilient propagation algorithm
II. ROOT POWER MEAN NEURON MODEL
In the variety of researches, it is observed that the approximation capabilities of an artificial neuron are governed through spatial aggregation input signals [1, 2, [5] [6] [7] . This paper focuses on the design and assessment of a generalized artificial neuron whose aggregation operation provides a wide spectrum of approximation in between minima to maxima. The aggregation operation for proposed neuron is conceptually based on weighted root-power means of input signals, which belongs to the family of quasi-arithmetic means [35, 36] 
where, :
n   is a continuous and strictly monotonic function which is a generator of quasiarithmetic mean (  ).
is the set of real numbers. The 
This function models a compensative operation to adjust the degree of approximation by varying the power coefficient  , from  (minimum) to  (maximum).
The specific power coefficients determine various classical means. When 0   then converges to geometric mean and when 1,1, 2   then acts as harmonic, arithmetic, and quadratic means, respectively. Most of the common averaging operations come under the family of root-power mean (2) , which motivated us to define new aggregation function for a neuron in a quaternionic domain (ℍ). This neuron is named as ℍ-RPMN whose net potential ( V ) is defined as follows:
where, ,, ii V w q  and   . The  symbol denotes the quaternion multiplication which satisfies Hamilton's properties as 2 2 2
kj i    , and ki ik j    [37] . The net potential through quaternionic variables is further transformed through quaternionic-valued split activation function
. This presents the four-dimensional extension with the suitable real activation function f ('split-quaternion') [38] . This idea has been motivated from split-type action function in the complex domain whose approximation capabilities has been thoroughly justified [12, 17, 39] . The split-type activation function in the quaternionic domain is bounded but non-holomorphic since Cauchy-Riemann-Fueter (CRF) condition does not hold for it [40] . Let V be a quaternionic variable, expressed as: 
where, the power coefficient  provides the wide ranging functionality of ℍ-RPMN. The many existing neuron models can be realized as special cases of (5) by substituting the specific value of power coefficient. Some special types of existing neuron models are extracted from (5). On substituting 1   in (5), then the outputs of neuron belong to the conventional type of neuron model proposed in the real [41] , complex [39, 42] , and quaternionic domain [43] as cases apply in consideration of imaginary components. If all the parameters are in the complex domain then the output of a neuron belongs to the ℂ-RPMN model in the complex domain, whose functional capabilities are investigated in [17] . The multiplicative neuron model [44] , whose capability has been proven there, can be realized by (5) when 0
The harmonic neuron model [45] can be obtained when substituting 1
  in (5) . Similarly, when 2   and all variables are in the real domain, then the output from (5) is conceptually similar to the quadratic neuron model proposed in [46] .
III. BACKPROPAGATION LEARNING OF ℍ-RPMN MODEL
The multilayer network with proposed neuron model is similar to the network of the conventional neuron. 
The output of the n th neuron in output layer can be expressed as similar to (6) 
The gradient-descent-based error backpropagation learning scheme for the feed-forward neural network has been extended in the quaternionic domain. Let error 
The real-valued error function does not follow the Cauchy-Riemann condition; therefore, it is not holomorphic. The error function is minimized by recursively altering the weight coefficients as:
where,
 
w E  presents the gradient of the error function which is derived with respect to real and other three imaginary components of quaternionic weights. The weight update ( w  ) is proportional to the negative gradient of the error function with respect to quaternionic weight as
For the weight ( mn ww  ) that connects m th hidden neuron to n th output neuron, the weight update is obtained using chain rule of derivation as:
The weight update ( mn w  ) depends on gradients of each component of the net potential ( n V ) of n th output neuron with respect to weight ( mn w ). The gradient of the real component of the net potential can be obtained using real part of (8) 
and the gradients of three imaginary components of the net potential (  , 1, 2,3
in Vi  ) can be obtained as:
The gradients of real and three imaginary components of n u with respect to the weight ( mn w ) can be obtained as:
For the weight ( 
The weight update ( lm w  ) between l th input and m th hidden neuron depends on gradients of each component of the net potential ( n V ) of n th output neuron with respect to weight ( lm w ). The gradient of the real component of the net potential can be obtained as:
and the gradients of three imaginary components of the
The gradients of real and three imaginary components of n u with respect to the weight ( lm w ) can be obtained as: 
where, 
and the gradients of three imaginary components of the net potential (
im Vi  ) can be obtained as: 
IV. ℍ-RPROP LEARNING OF ℍ-RPMN MODEL
The resilient propagation (RPROP) learning algorithm in the real domain is very popular to exhibit fast and robust learning scheme because only the sign of the partial derivatives in successive steps is used to perform learning and adaptation. It accomplishes the local adaptation of weight updates ( w  ) according to the nature error at each iteration to overcome the disadvantages of pure gradient descent approach [29] . The further improvement [30, 31] in this learning process has been obtained by associating error-dependent weight reversal step; it appears more logical on the evolution of error when error increases even weight updates have caused changes to the sign of partial derivatives. Thus, in improved RPROP algorithm the individual information about error surface (sign of gradient with respect to a weight) is combined with more global information to settle down for each weight, which individually modifies the real and imaginary components of complex weights by an amount 
If the sign of partial derivate changes in successive steps, the previous weight update will be reverted. But the important element is required to investigate whether the error is increasing or decreasing, caused by weight update. This important element has not considered in [29] . This backtracking step does not seem proper especially when the overall error has decreased. Hence, the previous weight update is reverted only when it has caused a change of sign in the corresponding partial derivative in the case of an overall error increase. The results of this algorithm demonstrate the excellent performance than ℍ-BP algorithm. If the partial derivatives in successive step are opposite in sign and the overall error increases then only the previous weight update is reverted as: 
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The partial derivative of error is set to zero after weight reversal because it avoids the update of step size in the next iteration. The ℍ-RPROP algorithm defines various parameters to yield the global minimum of the error function with faster convergence. The parameters, initial step size ( 0  ), increase factor (   ), decrease factor (   ), minimum step size ( min  ), and maximum step size ( max  ), are set at the beginning of ℍ-RPROP. The step size (update value) is modifying according to gradient direction, as given in algorithm. The abstract pseudo code of ℍ-RPROP algorithm is presented as follows: ;;
If 1; tt  17. } until (converged).
All components of quaternionic weights are modified individually according to the algorithm in each learning cycle and such cycle is repeated till error converges to designated level. In this algorithm, the weights and update values are changing every time for the new training set.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS THROUGH BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
In this paper, we present the effectiveness of proposed neuron ℍ-RPMN and algorithm ℍ-RPMN through a wide spectrum of benchmark problems. Comparative evaluation is done by networks designed by conventional neurons (MLP) and root-power-mean neurons along with BP and RPROP learning algorithms in the quaternionic domain. Four components of all quaternionic weights and biases for both networks are randomly initialized in the range -1 to 1. The quaternionic variable 0 1 q i j k     is assumed as bias input and the hyperbolic tangent function is used as the activation function. The comparison of training and testing performance through function approximation is thoroughly evaluated by statistical parameters like error variance, correlation, and AIC [49] . Another class of benchmark problem is the learning of linear transformations (rotation, scaling, and translation and their combinations) through few set of points lying on line whose generalization abilities are tested over the complicated 3D geometric structure. In the last subsection, two primary experiments are presented for 3D face recognition which surely it will be stepping stone for prospective researchers.
A. Function Approximation of Model for Spread of Tuberculosis
The spread of tuberculosis model [50] is the system of four differential equations with respect to time along with four variables that can be denoted together as a quaternion number instead of four real numbers. This model needs the intelligent behavior and automated analysis of bacterial effect to reach equilibrium from different initial conditions. 
Comparison of testing result of ℍ-RPMN based network trained by ℍ-RPROP algorithm with normalized desired.
The system (38) reaches to an equilibrium point from four different initial conditions. This system generates four datasets containing four components ( () St , () Tt , () Bt , and () Et ) using four initial conditions. All four components are encoded in a single quaternion. Datasets are further normalized between -0.9 to 0.9 and its 80 data points are used for training by ℍ-BP and ℍ-RPROP learning algorithms. The normalized datasets containing 200 points are used for testing of networks trained by both algorithms.
The comparative analysis of training and testing data through conventional and proposed neuron based networks performed by both the algorithms are presented in Table 1 . It clearly shows that ℍ-RPROP with ℍ-RPMN has significantly faster convergence and has better testing results in terms of error, variance, correlation, and AIC. Figure 1 
B. Linear Transformations
This experiment presents the capability to learn 3D motion patterns through a training set containing points on a line and motion or transformation generalization over complicated geometrical structures in space. As a benchmark problem, this section presents the learning and generalization of linear transformations (rotation, scaling, and translation and their combinations) through ℍ-RPROP and ℍ-BP algorithm for the network based on ℍ-RPMN and ℍ-MLP. This facilitates the viewing of 3D objects from different orientations as well as the interpretation of their motion in space.
We have considered a three layer network (2-4-2) and its learning process for input-output mapping governed by a straight line containing a reference point (like mid of the line) in 3D space for all experiments. The first input receives a set of points that lies on a straight line and second input passes the reference point. The simulation results show that the ℍ-RPROP algorithm with ℍ-RPMN drastically reduces the number of training epochs and also able to generalize more accurately as compared to other algorithms.
The learning of a three layer network is performed for the different class of transformations, which are as follows: The input-output mapping for scaling with factor ½ is shown in Fig. 2(a) ; scaling with factor ½ followed by 0.3 unit translation along the positive z-direction is shown in Fig. 4(a) ; and scaling with factor ½ followed by 0.3 unit translation along the positive z-direction and /2 radian rotation around the unit vector ( i ) is shown in Fig.   6 Tables 2, 3 , and 4 respectively. Thus, the convergence of proposed algorithm is extremely faster over conventional ℍ-BP. The generalization of trained networks has been performed over complicated 3D objects like sphere (4141 data points), cylinder (2929 data points) and torus (10201 data points). The ℍ-RPROP with ℍ-RPMN (Figs. 3, 5 , and 7) shows excellent generalization for all three cases of transformations over rest of the algorithms. Tables 3, 4 , and 5 clearly demonstrate the superiority of ℍ-RPROP with RPMN in all experiments. 
C. 3D Face Recognition
3D face identification is used as biometrics application through proposed methodology and compared it with related methods. The two human face datasets of 3D points cloud containing variable head position, orientation, and facial expressions, have been considered for training and testing. The first set consists of five faces of the same person and other set have five faces of different persons. The two experiments are conducted for face identification and in both experiments, one face has been used for training of the 1-2-1 network and the rest for testing. Thus, it is a basic and primitive experiment that learns the complex geometrical surface of one face and classify the rest of the faces through quaternionicvalued neural networks.
The first experiment is performed on first dataset containing 05 faces of the same person with different orientation and poses; the learning of NN in quaternionic domain is done with one face (Fig. 8(a) ) and testing with all faces where each 3D face consists of 4654 points cloud data. Table 5 presents the training and testing analysis of faces through learning algorithms of each face. Table 5 also presents the comparative analysis of threshold MSEs with respect to average epochs for all algorithms. The threshold MSE reaches significantly faster during training in case of RPMN model (power coefficient  = 0.90) in both ℍ-RPROP and ℍ-BP. This table shows that the testing error of all five faces are less comparable to each other for all algorithms which demonstrate they are faces of same person irrespective of minor variations in face orientation and poses. These results infer the learning and generalization capability of neural network in quaternionic domain.
Similarly, the second experiment is performed on another dataset containing 05 faces of different persons; the learning of NN in quaternionic domain is done with one face (Fig. 9(a) ) and testing with all faces where each 3D face consists of 6397 points cloud data. Table 6 presents the training and testing analysis of faces through learning algorithms. Table 6 also presents the comparative analysis of threshold MSEs with respect to average epochs for all algorithms. The threshold MSE reaches significantly faster during training in case of RPMN model (power coefficient  = 0.90) in both ℍ-RPROP and ℍ-BP. For all algorithms, the table shows the testing error of all five faces but MSE of other four faces are much higher in comparison to the face (Fig. 9(a) ) which is used in training of the network. This demonstrates that the network classifies the faces of same or different person with different orientation and poses. These results also infer the learning and generalization capability of neural network. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents to design an efficient neuron model with nonlinear aggregation function of quaternionicvalued signals. The modified resilient propagation (RPROP) learning algorithm is also presented in quaternionic domain. The proposed methodology is systematically evaluated and compared with convention summing neuron in quaternion domain through a wide spectrum of 3D and 4D problems. The root-power mean of quaternionic signal is conceptually used as an aggregation function of the proposed neuron and its performance is far better than quaternionic-valued conventional neuron in terms of convergence rate. The main drawbacks of backpropagation (BP) algorithm are slow convergence and getting stuck to local minima. This algorithm needs significant improvement in the training cycle to adjust synaptic weights as fast as possible. Therefore, the modified resilient propagation algorithm in quaternionic domain (ℍ-RPROP) has been developed to overcome the problems of ℍ-BP algorithm. The quicker convergence with better performance is the significant advantage of this algorithm which always reveals to reduce the training iterations. Its computational power is also demonstrated through various benchmark problems (function approximation, linear transformation, and 3D face recognition). The power coefficient (  ) has an
